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what we do

brainmetal design specializes in 
providing clients with innovative 
branding and business communication 
packages that match their business 
style and needs.
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who we are
in the search for the big idea, the fascination of the visual world 
and a passion all aspects of design, for over 13 years brainmetal 
has drawn on international influences to maintain a fresh, creative 
and comprehensive perspective on design craft.

brainmetal design is michael sinanan, an award winning graphic 
designer, applying design and market intelligence to delivering 
graphic solutions for businesses.

services
branding and visual identity
brand standards
books & catalogues
corporate communications
editorial
exhibition & trade show
infographics

logomarks
packaging
posters
typography
wayfinding & signage
web site & digital media
video

process
whether you are a new business that needs a full branding 
and communications approach to develop your identity, or an 
established business to refine your existing communication 
products, brainmetal design will work with you to clarify your 
market, identify your communication goals, and develop the 
graphic materials you need to better spread the word about 
your business.

100 logos
to celebrate 13 years of good fortune and a bit of luck, the book 
of ‘100 logos’ was created to reiterate that the identity is the 
starting point for all things design in business. 
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let brainmetal help 
you spread the word 
about your business.

let brainmetal help 
you spread the word 
about your business.
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olive oil victim assistance organization
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public relations wine
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fashion designer health & wellness spa
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theatre companyplumbing fixtures
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skin care post secondary athlete recruitment
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bicycle wheels video production
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cannabis concert event
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wedding eventscotch
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mens  jewellery accesorieswriter
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football club finance
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publishing companyartisanal cheese
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restaurant wine
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real estate development football club
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hockey team food products
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music marketing & event planning financial services
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finance cycling management company
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food service cosmetics
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video productionsphoto concept project
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restaurant &  barboat
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beerluxury caribbean hotel
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information technology paint
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filipino restauranthardwood flooring
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real estate development airport
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boutique fashion storeevent planning
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athletic sportswearboxer identity
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financeconstruction 
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footwearmilliner
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promotional apparel football club
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annual military eventdermaceuticals
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yoga instructorfootball club
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financedestination resort
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electronica djcigar enthusiast
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clothing companydigital networking service
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eyeweartheatre company
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music labellightbulbs
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fashion labelfinance
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hair products music production company
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writerboat
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make-up artistrestaurant
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fashiondesign studio
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fashion label glovemaker
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hosierymining
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cycling racehockey league
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fashion designerenergy & mining
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cycling magazinecbd parent company
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winter gear and apparel cannabis parent corporation
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staircase railingjewellery designer
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marketing & public relationsdrilling company
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athlete identitycycling apparel



Graphic design has a synergistic relationship with the social 
milieu in which it occurs, it is shaped and formed by its culture. 
In turn, it helps shape and form culture. It is neither an art nor 
a science; rather, it is a hybrid form of public communication 
that calls upon its practitioners to be visual editors, graphic 
inventors, and form builders. Because graphic designers speak 
with a public voice, their signs, symbols, and images are of 
necessity the signs, symbols, and images of their audience. 
Arcane language or obscure signification merely cause people 
in our overcommunicated post-industrial society to turn away. 
wClear language and spatial order enable graphic designers to 
transmit messages with clarity and impact.

Graphic design flourishes when culture invests in the aesthetics 
of public experience and when a society understands that the 
resonance from how things are said is as important as what 
is said. A rigorous attitude toward problem solving and the 
courage to reach out and risk failure are required from graphic 
designers and their clients if their efforts are to contribute to 
the advancement of human experiment in our time.   — P.M.
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